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• The SEIS underestimates the amount and potency of methane, a powerful greenhouse gas,

associated with the Kalama facility due to increased tracking. By ignoring or downplaying

credible studies on methane leakage and relying on outdated numbers, the SEIS presents an

inaccurate picture of climate pollution associated with the project.

• The SEIS makes unrealistic assumptions about where the tracked gas will come from and how

much will leak. The report relies on a single study of methane leakage from a single fracking area in

British Columbia-even though that study is suspect and Northwest Innovation Works will probably

not buy fracked gas from this source for the 40 year lifetime of the project.

• Without compelling evidence, the SEIS assumes that this project will displace China's use of

coal-based technology to make olefins (the company's stated end-use of methanol).
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SUBMIT 

Deadline to submit comments is December 28, 2018. 

Comments may also be submitted by mail: 

Attention: Ann Farr, Port of Kalama 

110 W. Marine Drive 
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Keep Fracked Gas Out Of Washington! : C,�lt\RA

l 

Dear Port of Kalama and Cowlitz County, Dear Puget Sound Clean Air Agency, 

Puget Sound Energy is willing to sacrifice community health and safety, ratepayer 
money, and Puyallup Tribal land for a liquefied natural gas (LNG) facility that we do 
not need. 

1 

I am strongly opposed to the world's largest methanol refinery in Kalama. This project will adversely affect 

me and my community by necessitating gas pipeline expansions, which may be built throughout our state 
and seize land through eminent domain, have a high explosion risk and pollute our air. 

We know that two thirds of "natural" gas is tracked, and that tracking is a dirty and environmentally 

hazardous extraction process that emits methane. When properly accounting for methane leaks, tracked gas 

has climate impacts that rival those of coal. The analysis of life cycle emissions associated with tracked gas 

must assume at least a 3 percent overall leakage rate of methane from the time gas is tracked to when it 

reaches its destination. And the climate-disrupting impact of methane must be calculated at 87 times greater 

than that of carbon dioxide. 

This project will adversely affect me and people across the globe by significantly contributing to global 

warming through the methane leakages caused by extracting and transporting gas, increasing demand for 

We know that two thirds of "natural" gas is fracked, and that tracking is a dirty and 
environmentally hazardous extraction process that emits a pollutant called methane. 
When properly accounting for methane leaks, tracked gas has climate impacts that 
rival those of coal. The analysis of life cycle emissions associated with natural gas 
must assume a 3 percent overall leakage rate of methane from the time gas is 
tracked to when it reaches its destination. And the climate-disrupting impact of 
methane must be calculated at 87 times greater than that of carbon dioxide. 

hydraulic fracturing through it's massive consumption of methane, and through refining processes and Thank you for realizing the original environmental impact statement was inadequate
combustion in both Cowlitz County and China. and for conducting this further analysis to help protect public health and safety. 

Thank you for conducting this further analysis to help protect public health and safety. Please produce an Please produce an accurate environmental review that reflects the true hazards

accurate environmental review that reflects the true hazards tracked gas has on our air and climate. fracked gas has on our air and climate.
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Volunteer? 

By providing your email and/or mobile number you consent to receive email, cell phone and text communications from Sierra Club, the Sierra Club Foundation, Sierra Club PACs and Chapters 
concerning news, action opportunities, and other important information about our climate work. 
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Dear Port of Kalama & Cowlitz County, 

I am strongly opposed to the world' s largest methanol iefirf I

n 3 t+ S - jr- FCi3 re '. 

This project will adversely affect me and my community by necessitating

gas pipeline expansions. which may be built throught yrtatieds'_e, 
seize land through eminent domain. The project wou, d` also have ahigh
explosion risk, pollute our air. and contribute to global cl mate change

We know that two thirds of " natural" gas is ( racked, and that frack- ng is

a hazardous extraction process that has caused water to catch on fire, 

catastrophic explosions, deadly health issues and massive amounts of

global warming emissions, 

Thank you for conducting this further analysis to help protect public health

and safety. Please produce an accurate environmental review that reflects

the true hazards of this ref nery operating at full capacity

Sincerely, 
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Port of Kalama & Cowlitz County

C/ O Sierra Club

180 Nickerson Street, Suite 202

Seattle, WA 98109
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Dear Port of Kalama & Cowlitz County, 

I am strongly opposed to the world' s largest methanol ref nery in Kalama
1' x•, 

This project will adversely affect me and my community by necessitating

gas pipeline expansions, which may be built throughout our state and 3

seize land through eminent domain. The project would also havd a hIcAhU. f
explosion risk, pollute our air, and contribute to global climate change ' j

We know that two thirds of " natural" gas Is fracked, and that fracking is

a hazardous extraction process that has caused water to catch on fire, 

catastrophic explosions, deadly health issues, and massive amounts of

global warming emissions. 

Thank you for conducting this further analysis to help protect public health

and safety. Please produce an accurate environmental review that reflects

the true hazards of this refinery operating at full capacity

Sincerely
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Port of Kalama & Cowlitz County

C/ O Sierra Club

180 Nickerson Street, Suite 202

Seattle, WA 98109
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